Volvo penta 260a

Having access to the right information is crucial and could make all the difference when it
comes to providing safe, correct handling and accurate service. In the Volvo Penta database
you can search for and download operator manuals, service protocols and other information
related to your engine. You can also find workshop manuals available for purchase in printed
versions. Search for and download up-to-date manuals and other product related material for
your Volvo Penta engine. Search for information on any recalls or service campaigns that relate
to your Volvo Penta product. Recall Information. This helps ensure that the dealers in your area
are prepared to support your engine, and that the correct parts and service are always close at
hand. It also helps provide you with important information such as quality campaigns and
recalls. All in all, registering creates the very best conditions for a long-lasting, high
performance engine, securing maximum uptime and availability. The serial number is a unique
identifier for your product and is the key to efficient servicing and correct ordering of parts.
However, the appearance and location may differ depending on model and year of manufacture.
Refer to your operators manual to find the location of your serial number. For a general guide
on how to find the serial number, click here. Your engine. Engine information search Having
access to the right information is crucial and could make all the difference when it comes to
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2. The Volvo Penta D4 is a refined version of a proven, renowned engine concept. This strong,
solid and robust engine delivers excellent reliability, maximal uptime and long service life. The
engine is ultra-compact for its swept volume and fully symmetrical, making it very easy to
install. Aluminum cylinder block and cylinder head gives the engine extremely low weight for its
power output. The unique marine torque of the Volvo Penta diesel engines stands out among
the competition by offering increased load-carrying capability, rapid acceleration, and the ability
to maintain a high cruising speed, irrespective of load or sea state. The high-tech fuel injection
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alternative browser. Thread starter scron Start date Aug 28, Joined Aug 22, Messages What
engine is the volvo ? It is a red block. I think its a chevy but not sure. I need a new carbruetor
and not sure what to buy any ideas? Please help. Bondo Moderator Staff member. Joined Apr
17, Messages 67, A should be a Chevy, 4bbl. You'll need a Marine rated replacement carb
Joined Jun 30, Messages 3, AQ's came with a Qjet carb. Thats what its set up for, thats what I'd
use. Congrats on owning a great engine and outdrive combo. Ive heard that it was a good motor
and outdrive and thats why i bought it. I think i need a new carb because it stalls out when i put
it in gear, but when i juice it she has no problems. Is it over proped? Sounds like it might just
need a Tune-up, or possibly a carb Rebuild Any idea what size prop is reqired for this outdrive?
And how fast should this boat go? Its a 18' tempest bowrider. Shouldn't Have Seaman
Apprentice. Joined May 5, Messages I also have the same combo engine and drive but i have
two of them. I have been learning a lot about them over the past two years. My boat, i believe,
sat for a couple of years before i got it. I have been slowly working on different pieces and each
time, the engines run better. I priced the carbs for giggles and they are not cheap. I'd
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2008 ford taurus x manual
start with the ignition system points, condenser, plugs, wires, cap, rotor and retime it, also
check the inline fuel filter. Then rebuild the carbs if there are still problem. Thanks for your help!
The guy told me the distributer was still ok and didnt need to be changed. At rpm it does 38mph
with 2 people or 8 it dosent seem to matter on weight. Good fuel in the tank? I run the same
engine in my lightweight 20' boat with w 21p prop so I think the 23p you're running is okay. Don
S Honorary Moderator Emeritus. Joined Aug 31, Messages 62, It could be that your idle is set
way too slow. Should be about rpm in gear. So about in neutral. Then you need to find out what
your WOT wide open throttle rpm is. Once you get your WOT rpm, you might want to post over
in the prop forum for what to change your prop to. Do you think a new or rebuilt carb would
improve the speed of the boat? Somethings not right Could be the carb Do you have electronic
ignition? You must log in or register to reply here.

